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fuzzy based power control system using anfis and mimo-ofdm ... - 1 | p a g e fuzzy based power control system
using anfis and mimo-ofdm techniques in cognitive radio networks mahesh aleti syed rahamatulla a fuzzy logic
based handoff technique in cognitive radio ... - a fuzzy logic based handoff technique in cognitive radio
network 1zhi xi-yun, 2 ... demonstrate that fuzzy logic based power control scheme can increase the transmit
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based system in relay assisted cognitive radio networks kiran sultan dept. of cit king abdul aziz university jeddah,
saudi arabia bassam a. zafar dept. of cit ... adhesion strength predicting of cr/crn coated al7075 using ... - a
fuzzy rule-based system was established to investigate how to achieve higher adhesion of cr-crn coating on
al7075-t6 with respect to changes in input process parameters, dc power, user's manualuser'smanual crntecnopart - the fuzzy logic is a linguistic control which is different from the numerical pid control. it controls
the system by experiences and does not need to simulate the system optimized fuzzy ased power ontrol strategy
in ognitive ... - sugeno fuzzy inference system (fis) based power control strategy in cognitive radio networks (crn)
in spectrum sharing network in without path-loss propagation environment. the second part proposes an optimized
takagi-sugeno fis based power control strategy in research article a delay and spectrum aware fuzzy logic ... - a
delay and spectrum aware fuzzy logic based routing protocol for crn poonam department of computer
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kumar nagpal department of computer engineering, ymca university of science and technology, faridabad, india.
nagpalckumar@rediffmail shailender gupta department of electronics and ... a fuzzy logic control strategy for
buck pfc converter ... - power factor correction control scheme is based on the principle of current multiplier
approach. this involves this involves the presence of current loop inside speed control loop, in case of ... a pi and
fuzzy controlled two-phase interleaved pfc boost ... - page 1164 a pi and fuzzy controlled two-phase interleaved
pfc boost converter k.swathi m.tech research scholar department of electrical & electronics engineering,
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